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FLASH NOTES

In the fight for free internet access, economic factors are starting to 

outweigh political restrictions. Two-tier systems impact negatively on BBC’s 

services, as users must pay a significant cost to access BBC content. By 

way of example: In Kazakhstan, telecommunications carriers are building 

data centers and entering into the content hosting market. They use cut-

rate pricing to attract content providers including Facebook-type social 

networks and file sharing sites. Users are charged a low flat rate for 

accessing this in-network content. By contrast, accessing out-of-network 

sites – such as Facebook, Google and the BBC – is charged by the 

kilobyte transferred, at a considerably higher cost.  

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

•	 A two-tier internet will result in decreased access to BBC target audi-
ences, as well as decreased user numbers. Local resources will be 
more affordable than the BBC;

•	 The BBC should consider mirroring content on servers located at local 
content providers; 

•	 The BBC should revisit its global user metrics and adjust expectations 
based on the likely impact on users. Metrics will need to be adjusted 
accordingly: the number of visitors is expected to drop as the cost of 
access increases. 
 

DEVELOPMENTS

NET NEUTRALITY 

Net neutrality refers to the idea that all network traffic should be treated 

equally. In the US and Canada, telecommunications companies have been 

pushing for the right to shape or regulate traffic on their networks.  

Companies such as Google have held fast to the idea that an open, 

egalitarian internet is the only way forward.
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POLICY PRONOUNCEMENTS 

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) published its rules on 

net neutrality on 30 September 2011. The rules protect consumers in three 

broad ways: requiring transparency in network management; prohibiting 

wired broadband providers from filtering content, applications, or services, 

or blocking competitive voice or video services; and forbidding wireless 

providers from discriminating in the transmission of lawful network traffic.1

CENTRAL ASIA

While moves in the US and Canada are pro-net neutrality, in several  

Central Asian states arguments have resulted in state policies that 

essentially create a two-tier internet. One tier, a lower priced internet, 

consists only of content that can be found within the nationally operated 

top-level domain (e.g. .kz); the other provides higher-priced access to the 

global internet. This effectively creates a filtering regime based solely on  

economic class and ability to pay.

IRAN

The Iranian government’s development of a nationally cordoned-

off internet network may be a key strategy for controlling access to 

information. While the CEO of the IT Company of Iran maintains that the 

global network would remain easily accessible to users, it remains to be 

seen whether there would be a significant cost to access international sites. 

If that were the case, economics would exert significant control over access 

to information. 

IMPLICATIONS 

A two-level internet has already been created in some states, and is under 

consideration in others. This will have a significant impact on BBC services. 

Substantial portions of target audiences will not be able to access BBC 

services, or will choose local resources over those of the BBC for purely 

financial reasons. 

 

A solution may be to mirror or cache BBC web content by staging it on 

websites within countries, or to use local (national) cloud providers. Stag-

ing content on different websites will require attendant methods to capture 

these metrics. Such monitoring will also likely yield important additional 

audience information, useful for further refining new outreach strategies. 

1.  Mello, John P. 2011. “FCC Publishes Net Neutrality Rules.” PCWorld. 23 September  
 2011. http://www.pcworld.com/article/240505/fcc_publishes_net_neutrality_rules.html
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